INFUSE SPIRITS

OUR VISION
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NOT JUST ANOTHER CRAFT SPIRITS BRAND.
THIS IS AN INFUSION BRAND.
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Most craft spirits brands rely on "provenance and locale" as their principal

process-driven brand,

selling point. Infuse is different. We are a
sourcing the very best spirits and making them even better. Our unique
recipes consistently deliver with every product we make, turning old-world
practices upside-down, and always deliver tremendous brand value to our
consumers. Providing this strong value proposition has always been central to the
core of the company, and Infuse has only scratched the surface with its
innovative approach within the craft spirits industry
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Locale Magazine

Tasting Panel Magazine Wine
Enthusiast Magazine Beverage World
Magazine
Locale Magazine

Los Angeles, CA.
90021

Locale Magazine

COMPANY OVERVIEW

INFUSE SPIRITS

INFUSE SPIRITS ------

P EACH

INFUSE SPIRITS------

C INNAM ON APPLE

THE SOUTHERN BELLE

THE "BEST-IN-SHOW"

As Wine Enthusiast puts it: "No
fake peach flavoring here!" With
Infuse Peach, you'll find real
peaches bobbing in the bottle,
and immediately detect it in the
pleasantly sweet, true-peach
aroma. Because the vodka has a
corn base, the bright tawny
liquid is reminiscent of peach
flavored Bourbon: it has a boozy
presence, and a long finish that
hints at vanilla and bruised
peaches."- Kara Newman, Wine
Enthusiast [87-Points]

Unanimously awarded "Best-In
Show" at the 2014 San Francisco
World Spirits Competition, this
beautiful whisky brown vodka
is unbelievably balanced, rich
in flavor, and sweetly perfect.
It neatly summarizes what the
entire cinnamon-flavored spirits
industry is trying to achieve.
Reminiscent of grandma's apple
pie, this rich and tantalizing spirit
is a fan-favorite and screams
happy holidays!

SPIRIT SPECIFICATIONS

SPIRIT SPECIFICATIONS

COLOR

COLOR

Whiskey Brown

Tawny Orange-Brown

AROMA

flAVDIED

Fresh picked-and-sliced peaches

TASTE

Thick peach-like bourbon,
beautiful bouquet
FINISH

Caramelized peaches and hints of
vanilla

INGREDIENTS

Dried freestone peaches

SUGAR CONTENT

42 Grams per bottle (less than a
soda can)
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AROMA

Baked cinnamon rolls and fresh
cut apples

TASTE

Grandma's apple pie; heaps of
cinnamon

FINISH

Full mouth-feel and long smooth
swallow

INGREDIENTS

Dried apple rings; imported
cinnamon sticks

SUGAR CONTENT

44 Grams per bottle (less than a
soda can)
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M ANG O HABANERO

2017-2020

SEASONAL RELEASES

THE SCORCHER

GINGER, ORANGE
SPICE, AND
GRAPEFRUIT

A unique offering for the more
adventurous type - this blend is
not for the weak hearted or mi Id
mannered. A fiery fusion of flavor
fixated on scorching anything
in its path, this spicy spirit will
make friends quickly and create
die-hard fans in no time. A fun
way to turn up the heat in classic
cocktai Is or a great way to test
your limits as a chilled shot.

Infuse Spirits is
committed to shaking
up the lineup each
year with unique
and exciting new
infusions to keep
consumers on the
lookout for what's
next.

SPIRIT SPECIFICATIONS
COLOR

Bright Orange

AROMA

Tropical mango and earthyspice

TASTE

Fresh fruity taste followed by
searing heat

FINISH

Fiery spice and lingering burn that
won't soon leave you.

INGREDIENTS

Dried red mango and dried
habanero pepper

SUGAR CONTENT

36 Grams per bottle (less than a
soda can)
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BRO KEN BARREL
BOURBON

THINK OUTSIDE THE
nRREL
Broken Barrel Bourbon features
a unique blend of Corn, Rye,
and Barely, perfectly balanced
for a smoother spirit to infuse.
We taste the Kentuckydisti I led bourbon after 9 months
to ensure its quality and flavor,
and then move the bourbon
into steel tanks. Broken Barrel
macerates new French Oak
staves, used American Oak
staves, and a blend of Sherry
cask staves as wel I as the original
Sherry cask used in previous- we
call this our "Mother Sherry".
Rich, complex, layered and
beautiful, our bourbon goes where
others won't. We wouldn't have it
any other way.

SPIRIT
-sPECIFICATIONS
COLOR
Deep Brown
AROMA
Oak forward, sherry, and marzipan
TASTE
Warming wood body, walnut, and
charred brown sugar
FINISH
Peppery fiery finish, with noted of
orange blossom and close.
INGREDIENTS
Sherry Cask, French Oak, and
American Oak
MASH BILL
75% Corn; 21 % Rye;
4 % Malted Barley
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HERESY RYE
WHISKEY
THINK OUTSIDE THE
BARREL

SPIRIT
SPECIFICATIONS

Rye. Reimagined. Distilled in
Owensboro, KY this Rye
whiskey is unlike any rye
you've ever tasted. Charred
French oak give a woody body
to the spirit, while ex-bourbon
staves, sti11 wet from the
previous tenant, and sherry
cask staves al I join forces to
create a balanced and smooth
taste and finish to this fiery
rye.
Just like our Broken Barrel, we
proudly infuse this whiskey our
way, and we're not sorry. Call it
sacrilegious, cal I it
untraditional, call it heresy we won't be offended. Trust us,
once you taste our whiskey you
may begin to question the
tradition yourself.

COLOR

Deep Brown
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AROMA

I:

Oak forward, sherry, and marzipan

Warming wood body, walnut, and
charred brown sugar

.

FINISH

INGREDIENTS

Sherry Cask, French Oak, and
American Oak
MASH BILL

95% Rye; 5% Malted Barley

WOOD BILL

40% Ex-Bourbon Cask, 40%
Medium Charred French; 20%
Oloroso Sherry
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TASTE

Peppery fiery finish, with noted
of orange blossom and close.
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MARCH 2019 RELEASE:
GRAPEFRUIT
MADE WITH RUBY RED
GRAPEFRUIT PEEL
Citrus notes leap out of the
bottle from the moment its
opened. The corn based spirit
is enhanced by the natural oils
and citrus infusing into every
bottle.
A softer body , with a sour and
sharp notes on the backend
shines as bright as sun through
refreshing cocktai Is and
sipping alike. A beautiful
summer sipper can be created
by simply adding soda and a
lime.
There is a waxy , zest and
distinet mouthfeel created by
the real lemon peels in every
bottle. A must try , and a
welcomed newcomer to the
growing portfolio.

SPIRIT
SlECIFICATIONS
COLOR

Soft yellow

AROMA

Zesty grapefruit peel, lemon

TASTE

Waxy and viscous, sour notes

FINISH

Peppery citrus and candied peel

INGREDIENTS
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HANDMADE

Hand-peeled grapefruit peel

MASH BILL

100% Kansas Corn
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The world’s most profitable marketing tool. Taking Infuse Spirits where most brands can’t go. Bitters
are registered as non-beverage alcohol, like extracts or perfume , and can be sold direct to consumer,
with tremendous profit margins.
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